Unilateral Renal Agenesis in an Aged Dog with Severe Urine Accumulation and Urinary Tract Infection
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Abstract

A 7-year-old intact female Large Münsterländer developed abdominal distention. Computed tomography showed absence of the right kidney and ureter, marked hydronephrosis, and left ureter dilatation. Five years later, the patient was hospitalized as an emergency. Diagnostic imaging showed a >350-mm-diameter cyst communicating with the left kidney displacing the abdominal organs, another approximately 150-mm-diameter cyst in the right kidney position, and marked parenchymal thinning of the left kidney. At laparotomy, a left kidney nephrostomy was established; 8.230 mL of urine were drained with paracentesis. There was no ureter connecting the left kidney and bladder, but an enlarged, ureterocele-like, tubular organ connected the left kidney to a urine-containing cyst on the right side. A short, tubular organ connected the urine-containing cyst on the right side with a bladder-like organ, but it showed almost no urine accumulation. Urine cultures tested positive for Klebsiella pneumoniae. Postoperatively, the patient was discharged after four days. This is the first case about unilateral renal agenesis (URA) in an aged dog. Some dogs may have undiagnosed URA. When URA manifests after a dormant period, cases may be severe, with total loss of appetite, abdominal distension, elevated inflammatory markers, and cyst-like phenomena on abdominal ultrasonography. In such cases, URA must be considered in the differential diagnosis.
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INTRODUCTION

Unilateral renal agenesis (URA) has an incidence of 1 in 500 to 1000 live births in the human population and is a relatively frequent congenital anomaly [1-3] with reportedly no major adverse impact on survival [4]. However, risk factors for URA are proteinuria, renal insufficiency, and hypertension [5], and the relevant risk management should...
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be initiated in childhood [6]. URA becomes particularly important in middle and old age [4]. In humans, URA is sometimes associated with uterine and vaginal anomalies [7-9]. The associated menstrual abnormality is reported to result in acute abdominal symptoms [10].

Reports of canine URA date back many years [11,12]. In another study, 50% of dogs with uterine anomalies showed ipsilateral absence of the kidney [13]. URA was also an incidental finding in the case of a 10-month-old bitch undergoing sterilization [14]. Concomitant familial unilateral renal aplasia was found in Dalmatian puppies with recessively inherited acute respiratory distress syndrome [15]. URA was also observed in a three-year-old dog with renal failure [16]. All of these reports involved young dogs: health problems and treatment strategies for older dogs with URA have not been elucidated.

The case of URA in the present report was presented for emergency treatment a long time after the first diagnosis was made. The patient showed marked urine accumulation with impaired renal and urinary function. The patient underwent laparotomy for draining of a giant cyst by paracentesis and establishment of a nephrostomy for the left kidney, and her general condition was alleviated. In this case, we report our observations of a medical emergency that can develop in older dogs with URA.

CASE HISTORY

At the start of this case, the patient, an intact, female Large Münsterländer, was seven years old and weighed 16.5 kg. She was presented for examination at our hospital with abdominal distention as the main complaint (Day 1). She had a normal, healthy appetite and showed no clinical signs other than mild abdominal distension. No specific abnormalities were noted on blood tests (blood urea nitrogen (BUN) 12.0 mg/dL, creatinine (CRE) 0.9 mg/dL). Computed tomography (CT) showed absence of the right kidney and ureter, marked hydronephrosis, and dilatation of the left ureter. With no clinical manifestations other than the mild abdominal distension, a course of follow-up observation by the local veterinarian was decided upon the owner's wish.

Five years after the initial presentation, the 12-year-old patient was hospitalized for reduced appetite, vomiting, diarrhea, and small-scale genital bleeding (Day 1826). She had been in a state of estrus for three weeks previously, and a local veterinarian suspected pyometra after examination with abdominal ultrasound. She was presented at our hospital with a complete loss of appetite and dysstasia (shown over the preceding days) and hospitalized for emergency care. She showed an increased body weight of 23.0 kg, temperature of 39.2°C, heart rate of 64 beats/min, respiratory rate of 20 breaths/min, a pink mucosa, slight dehydration, and marked abdominal distension. Hematology showed a leucocyte count (WBC) of 188×10²/µL, erythrocyte count (RBC) of 369×10⁴/µL, hemoglobin concentration (HGB) of 7.9 g/dL, and a hematocrit value (HCT) of 23.0%. Blood biochemistry revealed a BUN of 43.9 mg/dL, CRE of 1.1 mg/dL, calcium of 10.4 mg/dL, phosphorus of 4.2 mg/dL, elevated C-reactive protein (CRP, inflammatory marker) of 16 mg/dL, and non-regenerative anemia (reticulocytes: 1%; reticulocyte production index: 0.2%). A fluid-retaining, cyst-like lesion, which encompassed most of the abdominal region, was observed by ultrasonography. The patient underwent CT imaging under general anesthesia [induced with subcutaneous atropine at 0.05 mg/kg and intravenous Propofol (Mylan, Mylan Inc., Tokyo, Japan) at 5 mg/kg and maintained with isoflurane inhalation (Isoflurane for animals, Intervet K.K., Tokyo, Japan) at 1.0% to 2.0%]. CT showed a giant cyst (diameter exceeding 350 mm) that involved the left kidney and strongly displaced the abdominal organs into the upper right and left abdominal walls. Marked thinning of the parenchyma of the left kidney was observed. Another cyst (diameter of approximately 150 mm) was located in the position of the right kidney (Fig. 1).

After the CT examination, the patient was moved to
the operation room, and the laparotomy was performed. Nephrotomy was conducted on the giant cyst to alleviate the abdominal displacement and to support urination function. The giant cyst involved the left kidney and occupied almost all of the abdominal cavity. 8,230 mL of urine were drained from the cyst. Urinalysis showed a urine-protein-to-creatinine ratio of 1.51. The giant cyst involving the left kidney and another urine-containing cyst on the right side were connected with an enlarged, ureterocele-like, tubular organ (diameter approximately 5 cm), which seemed to derive from the left ureter. The urine-containing cyst on the right side and bladder-like organ were connected with a short, tubular organ; however, the bladder-like organ had no function to expand and showed no urine accumulation. There was no enlargement of the ovary or uterus; however, the ovary and uterine horn ipsilateral to the absent kidney (right side) were also absent (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). A nephrostomy catheter (MILA PEG 20Fr, AVS Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was placed on the left kidney (20 Fr), and a total ovariohysterectomy was performed.

Urine collected during the surgical procedure was sent for cultivation of bacteria, and it was positive for *Klebsiella pneumoniae*. After surgery, the patient was given fluid (SOLDEM 3, TERUMO Corp., Tokyo, Japan), antibiotic medication (MAXIPIME®, Bristol-Myers Squibb...
Inc., Tokyo, Japan) (cefepime dihydrochloride hydrate, 40 mg/kg, iv, TID), and erythropoietin (Epojin®, Chugai Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. Tokyo, Japan) (100 IU/kg, s.c., TIW) intravenously. The patient was discharged four days after surgery.

Fifteen days after discharge, the patient weighed 16.7 kg and appeared able to maintain the symptom-free status she had shown when she was seven years old. She is now largely incapable of self-urination and the owner must remove urine from the nephrostomy tube with a syringe twice a day at the home. The daily amount of collected urine is approximately 600 mL (35 mL/kg/day). Her general condition and blood parameters (WBC: 114×10^2/µL, RBC: 490×10^4/µL, HGB: 10.8 g/dL, HCT: 31.4%, BUN: 33.8 mg/dL, CRE: 0.9 mg/dL, Ca: 10.6 mg/dL, P: 4.8 mg/dL, CRP: 1.95 mg/dL) have shown great improvement.

**DISCUSSION**

The URA patient in the present study was able to lead an active life up to the advanced age of 12 years without receiving any special medical treatment and without showing clinical manifestations. Because URA is frequently reported in people as an incidental finding and has no major adverse impact on survival, a similar situation may occur in dogs. In the same way that human URA patients can develop a condition requiring emergency care, old canine URA patients can take a sudden turn for the worse. However, the cause of the sudden exacerbation in this case seemed to be different from those in human medicine, which are related to reproductive organ disorders. The sudden exacerbation in this canine case may have resulted from the following factors: abdominal organ displacement by a giant renal cyst within the abdominal cavity or an opportunistic urinary tract infection (UTI) under impaired renal and urinary function. Therefore, the therapeutic strategy focused on alleviating the abdominal organ displacement and palliating the general condition quickly. For this purpose, nephrostomy-assisted urination and a course of antibiotics to manage the UTI were conducted. URA sometimes occurs with ipsilateral absence and severe dysgenesis of both kidneys. A specific pattern of urinary transit in which the left ureter was connected to the urine-containing cyst on the right side rather than to the bladder. The very large amount of urine accumulation in the left kidney appeared to reach a severe level, the patient did not show any clinical signs for a long time. CT findings showed very little fluid accumulation in the bladder-like organ, and most of the fluid had accumulated in the cyst-like structure over a long period of time. *Klebsiella pneumoniae*, which is sometimes reported as a canine UTI pathogen, was detected by urinary cultures. It seems that this aggravation of clinical status was induced by multiple factors including UTI, which were caused by the urine accumulation. In addition to the UTI, urine that accumulated within the giant cyst also caused severe displacement of the abdominal organs, causing the general condition of the patient to be exacerbated.

Although URA is a relatively common congenital anomaly in humans, it has been reported only sporadically in comparatively young dogs. Accordingly, the details of canine URA are not clearly understood. The dog in this case reached an advanced age without showing clinical symptoms, and it seems that a not inconsiderable number of dogs exist with undiagnosed URA. When URA manifests after a period of clinical silence, patients may show total loss of appetite, abdominal distension, elevated inflammatory markers, and abdominal ultrasonography images of cyst-like phenomena. The findings are similar to pyometra; however, URA should be considered in the differential diagnosis.
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